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While causing the number of U.S. travelers abroad to soar, the dollar's strength has 
sent our travel balance into a nosedive. An economist looks at this worrisome trend. 

The economic consequences of the dollar's 
strength are commanding heightened attention. 
Among these effects, record U.S. trade deficits 
have been especially highlighted, but the paral-
lel deterioration of our international travel 
balance has been given short shrift. The "travel 
balance" is the balance on foreign travel and 
passenger fares—our "exports" or receipts from 
foreigners in the United States, minus our 
"imports" or expenditures abroad for travel 
and fares. W e import travel services if we 
spend money abroad or pay passage on foreign 
airlines and passenger ships. Just as with goods 
trade, our imports of travel services are far 
outstripping our stagnant travel exports. In 
1983 and again in 1984, deficits on travel 
reached record highs. 

The adverse impact of the dollar on the travel 
balance deserves emphasis for two reasons. 

The author is an international economist on the Research 
Departments macropolicy team. The author thanks Christopher 
P. Beshouri for providing valuable comments and research 
assistance. 

First many travel-related service industries 
(particularly the Southeast's tourist trade) are 
suffering from the strong dollar, which refutes 
the frequent claim that the dollar's ascent hurts 
only manufacturing. Second, travel deficits are 
becoming massive enough to add significantly 
to our international current account deficits 
and thereby to our growing net foreign debt. 

Our investigation of the travel deficit yielded 
several interesting findings. Since 1981 the 
travel deficit has widened dramatically, chiefly 
owing to the strengthening dollar. This headlong 
growth in the travel deficit has contributed 
heavily to the shrinkage of our surplus on 
services, which traditionally has helped to off-
set U.S. merchandise trade deficits. As the 
services surplus plunges, present and prospec-
tive current account deficits rise. 

The travel deficit climbed from under $500 
million in 1981 to $8.67 billion in 1984, yet this 
serious upset in the U.S. travel balance has not 
been analyzed thoroughly. Jane S. Little made 
a detailed study of U.S. travel accounts prior to 
1980; there is scant other econometric work 
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Chart 1 . U.S. Travel Balance and the Service-Weighted 
Dollar Index 

S Million Per Quarter Index 
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— — — Travel balance 
Travel service-weighted dollar index (lagged one year} 

Note: The dollar index is the inverse of the dollar's strength, and is lagged one 
year e.g, the value for 1982 first quarter in the figure is the actual 1981 
first quarter value. 

Source: U.S Department of Commerce. Survey of Current Business; IMF, 
International Financial Statistics, data tape. 

on the U.S. travel balance.1 However, some 
studies have explored the marked influence of 
exchange rates on travel service earnings.2 

Our Massive Travel Deficit: The Facts 
How did the travel deficit worsen by over $8 

billion in just three years? Of the non-goods 
component's contribution to the decline in the 
current account since 1981, travel is responsible 
for 30 percent. Last year's deficit of $8.67 
billion eclipsed the record $5.58 billion travel 
deficit in 1983, and a new record is expected 
this year. Flourishing travel service imports are 
the mainspring for the travel deficit's growth. 
From 1981 to 1984, Americans increased their 
spending abroad by 41 percent, from under 
$16 billion to $22.5 billion dollars, and the 
number of Americans visiting overseas (exclud-
ing neighboring Mexico and Canada) rose 50 
percent, to over 12 million travelers.3 During 
the same period, foreigners decreased their 
spending in the United States and on its carriers 
from $15.5 billion to under S14 billion. Clearly, 
our travel services imports have thrived while 
our exports have languished. 

Chart 1 suggests a principal reason for the 
gaping travel deficit—the strong dollar. The 
chart plots the U.S. travel balance against an 
effective exchange rate index adjusted for 

inflation. This index was specially constructed 
to capture the price of consumption abroad 
relative to consuming in the United States. 
Since travelers respond to exchange rate or 
relative price changes with substantial delay— 
they plan trips and book them well in advance— 
the relative price index is lagged one year in the 
figure. The accompanying box explains the 

C O N S T R U C T I N G A DOLLAR I N D E X 

W e created a dollar index specifically for this article, 
aiming to capture the effect of dollar movements on the 
U .S travel balance. Our measure differs from standard 
dollar indexes in two major ways (For a summary of 
standard indexes see David Deephouse, "Using a Trade-
Weighted Currency Index," Economic Review, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta, vol. 70 (June/ July 1985), pp. 
36-41.) First, ours is a real, rather than merely a nominal 
exchange rate index Second, we use a country's share 
in U.S. foreign travel (as opposed to goods trade), 
imports as well as exports to weight its currency. 
The result is an index useful for our purposes although it 
differs from the conventional Federal Reserve Board 
index (see figure). 

W e constructed our own index because we need a 
measure of the dollar as it affects travel services not 
goods trade. The weighting scheme behind any index 
should reflect its purpose, and ours involves the U.S. 
travel balance. Conventional trade-weighted indexes 
are suitable only for studying trade balance determi-
nation. W e extend the literature by studying a major 

Travel-Weighted Real Dollar Index vs. the Federal Reserve 
Board Dollar Index 

Federal Reserve Board Dollar Index, quarterly 

Travel service-weighted real dollar index 

0.8 
1973 '74 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 

Source: Federal Reserve Board, and calculations at the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Atlanta using IMF and Commerce Department data 
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service balance, and by offering a (travel) service-
weighted dollar index. 

A real exchange rate index corrects a nominal index for 
differential rates of inflation in the various countries 
Relative prices expressed in any common currency, are 
crucial to economic competition. If a devaluing country 
has rapid inflation, its dollar price relative to competitors' 
may rise, and it loses competitiveness despite its de-
valuation. For instance, assume Mexico has 30 percent 
inflation and the United States only 5 percent. If Mexico 
devalues 20 percent against the dollar in a year, then 
dollar costs still would rise faster there than in the 
United States despite Mexico's large nominal de-
valuation. A real exchange rate (re) between the U.S and 
Mexico could be defined as re = e x Pa 

Pm 
Here Pm is the Mexican price level, Pa the U.S. price 

level, and e is the Mexican peso cost of a dollar. Higher 
"re" values correspond to a lower relative price in 
Mexico, or a stronger (appreciated) real value of the 
dollar. Our travel real exchange rate uses the consumer 
price index (CPI) as the price index relevant for travel, 
under an assumption that travelers or tourists purchase 
the "CP I basket" when they visit a country. True tourist 
consumption baskets probably differ from that used to 
weight a domestic CPI, but since tourists consume in a 
country, and tourism price indexes are not routinely 
calculated, the CP I is the best proxy available. 

The second stage in constructing our index was to 
aggregate the real exchange rates versus various "travel 
trading partners" into one aggregate dollar (or relative 
price) index W e chose a geometric average of the real 
exchange rates of the U.S. against its 10 major travel 
trade partners Weights are bilateral, meaning they use 
the total travel spending between the country and the 
U.S. as the numerator, and the sum of all travel trade 
between the U.S and the 10 countries in the denominator. 
Finally, for extra accuracy we calculate the shares or 
weights in 1977, 1980, and 1983, and then use the 
average share for each country over the three years 
The terminology used above, and theory of exchange 
rate indexes is explained more fully in Deephouse 
(1985). 

The 10 major U.S. travel partners and their shares in 
our real exchange rate index for travel, are shown 
below. These 10 account for over 70 percent of total 
U.S. foreign travel trade and they are geographically 
disparate; therefore, they should serve as a good proxy 
for our total travel trade. Canada and Mexico, our 
neighbors are our dominant travel partners, each re-
ceiving a weight of nearly one third in the index Thus 
our index will be highly sensitive to movements of the 
U.S. dollar against the Mexican peso or Canadian dollar. 
This is a desirable quality of our index since our travel 
balance is substantially affected by prices in Canada 
and Mexico relative to those in the United States 

Country Weight in dollar index for travel 

1. Mexico .3267 
2. Canada .3167 
3. United Kingdom .0871 
4. Japan .0694 
5. Germany .0534 
6. France .0418 
7. Australia .0326 
8. Italy .0317 
9. Bahamas .0256 

10. Jamaica .0150 

Sum 1.0000 

European currencies receive much smaller weights 
in our index than in merchandise trade-weighted in-
dexes especially multilateral weighted ones (the Fed 
index). The data for our weights appear in various 
annual travel articles in the Survey of Current Business. 
The exchange rate and CP I data come from the Inter-
national Monetary Fund's International Financial Statistics. 
We also incorporate parallel or black market exchange 
rates in Mexico and Jamaica when they apply to 
tourism. 

The figure shown on p. 5 helps us contrast our index 
to the dollar index published by the Federal Reserve 
Board. Recall that differences are attributable either to 
our correcting for inflation differentials or because we 
weight by bilateral travel service shares whereas the 
Board weights by multilateral (world) trade shares The 
practical effect of the multilateral weighting scheme is 
an increased emphasis on European currencies (see 
Deephouse). Our bilateral travel weights place a much 
greater emphasis on Canada and lead us, unlike the 
Board, to include Mexico. A few major periods of 
contrast stand out in the figure. Our index rises (the 
dollar appreciated) in 1976 when Mexico devalued. The 
Board index falls more steeply from 1977 through mid-
1980 because it places greater weight on the European 
currencies which appreciated against the dollar. The 
opposite occurs when the dollar rises in late 1980 and 
1981. In 1982 our index rises more steeply than does 
the Board index, as only our index weights Mexico, 
which had its maxi-devaluations then. From 1983 to the 
present our index has flattened because of the heavy 
weights we accord Mexico and Canada Canada has 
depreciated far less than the European currencies 
which pull the Board index up in this recent period, and 
Mexico had a large inflation that appreciated its real 
exchange rate after 1982. Our index is less volatile than 
that of the Board in 1985, as our substantial weight on 
Canada dampens the spike that European currencies 
caused in the Federal Reserve Board index 
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theory and construction of this new dollar 
index, and contrasts it with existing indexes of 
the dollars average exchange value. 

The close fit in Chart 1 illustrates that as the 
dollar has advanced in the 1980s, making 
foreign prices cheap relative to ours, it has 
been instrumental in the rising travel deficit 
W e will amplify this point by estimating the 
determinants of the travel balance and then 
subdividing its decline into several factors: a 
piece caused by strong dollar, a piece caused 
by faster recovery in C N P here than abroad, 
and other factors. W e find that the dollars 
strength predominates over the other factors, 
suggesting that various service industries, not 
just goods manufacturers, are vulnerable to 
foreign competition and the vagaries of the 
dollar. 

How Does the Travel Deficit Fit In? 
In international balance of payments accounts 

the travel balance is part of the service balance. 
This service balance adds to the merchandise 
trade balance for what we know as the "balance 
on goods and services." Adding net transfer 
receipts to the latter yields the current account4 

Despite the popular emphasis on the merchan-
dise trade balance, the current account is the 
most economically crucial balance because it 
equals the change in our net foreign asset 
position (ignoring changing values of existing 
net assets). As our balance on all continuing 
operations, the current account is equivalent 
to our net foreign investment. A surplus means 
that we invest abroad, whereas deficits imply 
that we borrow abroad to square our interna-
tional payments. A recent consequence of our 
borrowing to finance huge current account 
deficits is that the United States has become a 
net debtor nation, a dubious distinction. The 
travel deficits have contributed to our present 
net debtor status, albeit as a junior partner to 
the trade deficits. 

Importance of the Travel Deficit 

The mushrooming U.S. deficit on travel 
(including fares) demands more attention for 
two major reasons. First, travel deficits imply 
harm to our travel-related service industries, 
because they indicate that these industries are 
losing out to foreign competitors and are being 

affected adversely by the strong dollar. Second, 
as discussed above, the travel deficits worsen 
our status as an increasingly indebted nation, 
as they help pull our international current 
account down. Let us examine the travel deficits' 
impact on our economy. 

Effect on Travel-Related Industries. Vasttravel 
deficits point to substantial lost business for our 
travel-related service industries. The surge in 
American travel abroad means fewer U.S. vaca-
tioners patronizing out hotels, rental cars, airlines, 
restaurants, and tourist attractions. These same 
industries, and their allied service workers, also 
suffer from the loss of potential foreign visitors 
who are priced out of our markets by the dollar's 
steep exchange rate. 

Certainly, the strong dollar has damaged 
these travel-related industries, and yet the 
financial press abounds with commentary dis-
tinguishing "booming service sectors" from 
"goods-producing sectors suffering from the 
strong dollar." Rather than goods versus service 
industries, the economically meaningful distinc-
tion is tradable sectors, which are open to 
foreign competition, versus non-tradable sectors, 
which are not. Sectors can be non-tradable 
(also called "home" or "sheltered" sectors) 
because of obstacles such as prohibitive trans-
portation costs, tariffs, or quotas. Of course, 
these obstacles can apply to some goods and 
not to various services—for instance, electronic 
banking. Whereas the strong dollar does not 
directly affect non-tradable services (for exam-
ple, haircuts), it can handicap tradable service 
sectors. Thus, it is erroneous to say all services 
are burgeoning. Tradable services such as eco-
nomic consulting and travel-related industries 
may suffer more from a strong dollar than do 
certain goods-producing sectors such as defense 
industries and cement producers. 

Employment shares are shifting toward ser-
vices from manufacturing, but this shift repre-
sents secular trends and productivity, and proba-
bly not an effect of the strong dollar. Indeed, in 
the period of dollar strengthening since 1980, 
our gross national product has not veered 
toward services as opposed to goods production. 
On the contrary, in constant dollar terms goods 
output was 46.5 percent of GNP in the first 
quarter of 1985 versus only 45.3 percent in 
1980.5 Pressure has been applied to all industries 
subject to intense foreign competition, and 
travel services fit this bill. 
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What is the effect of the more than $8 billion 
increase in the travel deficit since 1981? Had 
this change not occurred, we could have created 
many more jobs in travel-related industries 
such as hotels, tours, and souvenir retailing. If 
an estimated $80,000 in travel spending supports 
one job on average, then the decline in the 
travel balance since 1981 has cost us over 
100,000 jobs. The Southeast's travel-related ser-
vice industries would have claimed many of these 
potential jobs lost to the strong dollar. The 
impact of exchange rate changes on travel-
related service jobs is quite strong in the Sixth 
Federal Reserve District Because of large deval-
uations in Mexico and Jamaica, among other 
nations, sun-seekers have turned from Florida 
beaches to foreign locations. Also, the precipi-
tous fall of European currencies against the 
dollar has hurt Florida, New Orleans, and other 
southeastern destinations that had penetrated 
the European tourist market significantly by 
1981. 

Effect on External Deficits and Debt Aside 
from the lost business it entails, the widening 
U.S. travel deficit also desetves attention because 
of its impact on our current account Until very 
recently, the current account balance was more 
favorable than the trade balance, since the U.S. 
was running substantial surpluses on the non-
merchandise current account, often called the 
"invisibles" balance. These surpluses on invisibles 
resulted from a large positive net investment 
income component, which dominated our nega-
tive net transfer receipts and small deficits on 
travel. 

The problem today is that the U.S. net invisible 
earnings provide a steadily shrinking offset to 
the growing deficits on visible (goods) trade.6 

The dwindling non-merchandise gap between 
the goods trade balance and the current account 
is portrayed in Chart 2. Note that goods trade 
has been in deficit every year since 1975, and 
that services (invisibles) have helped pay for 
these merchandise deficits—until now. Observ-
ers frequently explain the shrinking (or revers-
ing) invisibles gap by pointing to the rapid 
decline in our net investment income. The 
reason for this decline is that our large current 
account deficits imply increasing net foreign 
debt. This new debt must be serviced—we will 
ignore principal repayments when we say seivic-
ing— and these outlays reduce our surplus on 
investment income. Deficits lead to debt, the 

Chart 2. The Closing "Invisibles Gap" Between the 
Trade and Current Accounts 

Billion 

0 

- 5 0 

0 
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- 1 0 0 

— I o u 1 
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first 

Current account 

Trade balance (F.O.B.) 

Source: U.S Department of Commerce, Survey ol Current Business; 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, data tape. 

servicing of which contributes to future deficits, 
hence future debt. 

The dynamics for government (fiscal) deficits 
and debt are the same as for the external 
accounts, and the two are related. The strong 
dollar is the major link between the deficits, 
but underlying the dollar's value is our borrow-
ing abroad (the counterpart is current account 
deficits) and foreign lenders' willingness to 
help finance massive fiscal deficits. If the deficits 
cumulate into debt rapidly, we could enter 
dual vicious circles of deficits, the dollar, and 
debt. Chart 3, a schematic drawing of the 
linkages that form the dual circles, depicts the 
travel deficit as the second major non-merchan-
dise force ballooning the current account deficit 
In this role the travel deficit contributes to the 
net foreign debt, the servicing of which pulls 
our net investment income down. This decline 
is the primary force eroding our non-merchan-
dise balance. 

Our simplified view of the intertwined deficit 
and debt circles is one that the majority of 
economists, given a set of assumptions, would 
accept The solid-lined arrows are chains of 
influence that are true by accounting definition; 
the broken-lined arrows represent causal influ-
ences that most economists believe usually 
hold. Expanded fiscal deficits raise govern-
ment debt and interest rates higher.than they 
otherwise would be, and both of these effects 
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Chart 3. The Dual Vicious Circles of U.S. Deficits the Dollar, and Debt 

After a large fiscal deficit increase all items in the boxes increase. 

^ means that, by accounting definition, an increase occurs 

means hypothesized increase; a standard economic relation is assumed 

feed back through larger interest expenditures 
to increase future deficits. 

Higher interest rates attract capital inflows 
from abroad, driving the dollar up. (Continued 
capital inflows support the strong dollar even 
after it causes current account deficits.) Follow-
ing the inevitable lags, the trade deficit and the 
travel deficit rise with the dollar. Conventional 
empirical evidence suggests that a permanent 
1 percent dollar rise increases the trade deficit 
by over $2 billion, and we estimate that it also 
increases the travel deficit by $275 million (see 
Appendix).7 These boosts to the trade and 
travel deficits combine to increase the current 
account deficit.8 Current account deficits 
cumulate into net foreign debt, which implies 
servicing flows abroad that feed into the current 
account deficit and constitute the second vi-
cious circle. For example, if we assume a 10 
percent interest rate, the added foreign debt 
created by a $10 billion travel deficit means $1 
billion extra in servicing payments in every 
future year. Including a projection of greater 
than $9 billion for 1985, travel deficits the past 
three years total over $23 billion. 

Components of the Current 
Account's Decline 

The U.S. international current account turned 
from a surplus of over $6 billion in 1981 to a 
deficit exceeding $100 billion in 1984. Which 
components of the current account can be 
blamed for this deterioration? Table 1 answers 
this question by singling out the (goods) trade 
balance as the main culprit. The trade balance 
accounts for $80 billion out of the nearly $108 
billion deterioration, or almost three fourths of 
it non-goods or "invisibles" accounts comprise 
25.6 percent of the total decline. This "gap" 
between the current account deficit and the 
trade deficit has shrunk from a surplus over $34 
billion to one under $7 billion in 1984 and is 
turning negative, as Chart 2 projected. 

Table 1 illustrates that the two main players 
in this shrinking of the invisibles "gap" are the 
$15 billion fall in net investment income and 
the widening travel deficit. The growth of this 
deficit since 1981 accounts for 7.6 percent of 
the deterioration in the current account, and 
about 30 percent of the decline in the invisibles 
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Table 1 . The Deteriorating Current Account: A Decomposition 
($ billion) 

As a Percent 
of the Change in 

1981 1982 1983 1984 '84-'81 the Current Account 

Current Account 6.29 -8.05 -40.79 -101.53 -107.8 100 
Goods trade balance -28.0 -36.44 -62.01 -108.28 -80.28 74.4 
Non-goods current account 34.29 28.39 21.22 6.75 -27.54 25.6 

Net investment income 34.05 29.49 25.4 19.1 -14.95 13.9 
from abroad 
Other* 0.24 -1.10 -4.18 -12.35 -12.59 11.7 

NTR -6.83 -8.13 -8.85 -11.41 -4.58 4.2 
Travel -0.48 -2.08 -5.55 -8.67 -8.19 7.6 
O.S.&M. 7.55 9.11 10.22 7.73 0.18 -0.2 

•Includes the "invisibles" or non-merchandise current account minus net investment income. It comprises NTR (net transfer receipts), 
Travel (the balance on foreign travel and passenger fares), and O.S.&M. (other services and military transfers). 

Source: All data from table 3.10, Federal Reserve Bulletin, vol. 71 (Sept 1 985). except for travel data which come from the Survey ol Current Business. 
various issues 

current account. Investment income down-
turns form 54.3 percent of the shortfall in 
invisibles, and increased net transfer payments 
abroad comprise the remaining one sixth. 

In summary, the current account balance 
deteriorated by over $100 billion in just three 
years following 1981. Record trade deficits 
were the main causal factor, followed by the 
decline in investment income as the U.S. ser-
viced the borrowing implied by widening deficits. 
W e have identified a third major drag on the 
current account, the travel and fare deficits, 
which are approaching $9 billion a year. 

Explaining the Rising Travel Deficit 
In order to estimate the influence of crucial 

economic forces responsible for the decline in 
the travel balance, we constructed a simple 
model. This travel balance model takes three 
variables into account. First, if U.S. income (as 
measured by GNP) rises, we will want to 
consume more luxuries, including foreign travel. 
Thus, fast growth in this country adversely 
affects our travel balance. Second, the opposite 
occurs if the major foreign sources of visitors to 
the United States experience a rapid climb in 
GNP. ( W e constructed an index to measure 
effective foreign GNP. For details of the index 
and of the econometric work underlying this 
section, see Appendix). 

The final crucial influence on the travel 
balance is the price of consuming abroad 
relative to consuming in the United States. A 
vigorous dollar lowers this relative price, hurting 
our travel export earnings as foreigners are 
priced out of the United States, and increasing 
our imports of travel services as we rush abroad 
for our vacations. In sum, the U.S. travel deficit 
would widen if a rising dollar increases the 
relative price of our output, or if income ( GNP) 
and hence demand for foreign travel grows 
faster in this country than in our major markets. 
Note the similarity of our model for the travel 
balance to many models of merchandise trade 
balance determination. For tradable products, 
be they goods or services, relative incomes and 
prices should largely determine the balances. 

The results of our econometric exercise sup-
port the strong dollars dominant role in explain-
ing the worsening of the travel balance since 
1981. W e estimate that a permanent 10 percent 
strengthening or appreciation of our travel-
weighted real dollar index erodes the travel 
balance by about $2.75 billion annually. This 
sensitivity of the travel balance to the dollar is 
an interesting finding. It is well known that 
foreign travel, as a luxury, is income elastic; that 
is, it increases more than proportionally with an 
increase in income. Our empirical work also 
uniformly found travel to be highly price elastic 
A variant of the dollar index adjusted to account 
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for lagged effects (a moving average of past and 
current values; see Appendix) appreciated just 
over 25 percent from 1981 to 1984. Therefore, 
we estimate that the rise of the dollar contri-
buted almost $7 billion to the decline of the 
travel balance since 1981. The enhanced dollar 
thus accounts for about 85 percent of the 
$8.19 billion travel balance deterioration. 

The effect on the travel balance of the rela-
tively fast U.S. recovery since 1981 is clearly 
subsidiary to the dolla/s impact. W e estimate, 
somewhat imprecisely, that an additional 1 
percent of U.S. GNP harms our travel balance 
by about $144 million. Hence, between 1981 
and 1984 close to $500 million, or 6 percent of 
the decline in the travel balance, was attribut-
able to the 3.4 percentage points by which U.S. 
GNP growth exceeded that of our weighted 
average index of GNP growth in eight major 
foreign countries. Consequently, the strong 
dollar, not faster U.S. recovery, deserves most 
of the blame for our deteriorating travel balance. 

The remaining 9 percent of the travel balance 
decline since 1981 is attributable to other 
factors not explicitly in our model. These include 
foreign exchange crises and resultant exchange 
controls, especially in Mexico (a key source of 
visitors to the United States), as well as changing 
tastes for travel, special package tour features 
and promotions, and measurement errors. W e 
have merely tried to capture the major economic 
variables influencing the travel balance, and 
feel confident that we have identified the 
crucial role of the dollar in the recent record 
travel deficits. Even our simple model, with 
only three explanatory variables, was able to 
explain over 92 percent of the variation in the 
travel deficit for our sample of 44 quarterly 
observations spanning the years 1974-84. 

Our econometric results were sensible, as all 
three variables received coefficients with the 
anticipated signs or direction of influence. W e 
found that rising foreign income reduces our 
travel deficit, whereas an increase in the dollar 
or U.S. income produces the opposite outcome. 
The estimated coefficient for the effect of U.S. 
income is somewhat imprecise statistically, but 
the overall results justify using the model to 
project the 1985 travel balance. 

Projected Travel Deficit 
For 1985, we project a record travel deficit of 

about $9.2 billion. Given the imprecise nature 
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both of economic forecasting and of travel 
data, a deficit in the range of $8.8 to $9.6 billion 
would not be surprising. In any case, we are 
likely to experience a third consecutive record 
annual deficit. Our projection was formed by 
fitting our model on quarterly data for 1964-
84; then, using published data and publicly 
available market forecasts for the exogenous 
variables (the dollar index and GNP here and 
abroad) for the rest of 1985, we extrapolated 
from the past relationships. 

Our model is strictly economic. Political or 
other non-economic factors can always upset 
economic forecasts, particularly of intensely 
personal matters such as foreign travel. For 
instance, the spate of airline disasters in the 
summer of 1985 may induce some tourists to 
stay at home. The resulting general shrinkage 
of foreign travel would reduce the U.S. travel 
deficit, because the strong dollar has meant 
more Americans go abroad than foreigners visit 
here. 

Ignoring special factors, the prognosis for the 
U.S. travel deficit is barely more sanguine for 
1986. W e have found that travel responds to 
exchange rates with lags as long as six quarters, 
and so the dollar's peak in 1985 still will have a 
residual depressing effect on our travel balance 
next year. Furthermore, the course of the dollar 
in the near term is unpredictable. Finally, the 
travel balance will benefit from faster growth 
abroad than in this country, but we have esti-
mated that these effects are weak compared 
with the overwhelming role of the strong dollar. 
The United States has been an engine for world 
growth recently, so it is unlikely that foreign 
growth will outstrip ours enough to improve 
the travel balance appreciably. 

Conclusion 
The strong dollar has proven a boon to 

foreign industries servicing U.S. travelers, who 
are venturing abroad in record numbers. It has 
been less kind, however, to service industries 
in the United States that cater to tourists. Faced 
with intense foreign competition, these indus-
tries often are priced out of the market, as our 
unprecedented travel deficits of over $8 billion 
demonstrate. The travel deficits, and especially 
the trade deficits, have led to record current 
account deficits that have rendered us net foreign 
debtors. 
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The current account deficits have cumula ted 
into net d e b t the seivicing of wh ich has eroded 
our net inves tment income. This erosion of 
i n come from capital services has comb ined 
wi th the deter iorat ing travel ba lance w e have 
descr ibed to negate our traditional surplus on 
the non-merchandise current account W e have 
lost this conven ien t offset to merchandise 
trade deficits, and the net investment income 
and debt levels can only get worse unless our 
current account is restored to balance. 

H o w can w e hope to ba lance the current 
account? The literature is replete w i th studies 
showing the strong dollar's impact on the U.S. 
trade balance. O u r research contr ibutes esti-
mates of the sensitivity of the travel ba lance to 

the dollar. A 10 percent fall in the va lue of our 
real dollar index eventual ly wil l improve the 
travel ba lance by close to $3 billion. T h e 
current account ba lance will respond perhaps 
ten t imes as vigorously. Even so, the dollar must 
dec l ine substantially if w e are to narrow signifi-
cantly our current account deficits, n o w climb-
ing toward $150 billion. 

A dollar dec l ine of the magni tude required to 
correct the travel and current account imbal-
ances surely wou ld be more likely in the presence 
of a policy to shrink the fiscal deficit considerably. 
R e d u c e d government spend ing may b e the 
only w a y to brake the m o m e n t u m of the dual 
vicious circles of deficits, the dollar, and d e b t 

ECONOMETRIC RESULTS, 
A TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

Our model of travel balance determination was 
tested and estimated using econometric analysis In 
the main text we postulated that three economic 
variables affect the travel balance: U.S. real GNP, 
foreign real GNP, and the real effective dollar index 
for travel. The construction of the dollar index has 
been explained in a separate box. Here we will explain 
the index of foreign real GNP before turning to the 
econometric results 

Foreign real GNP, or income, is important to the 
travel balance because increased income should 
lead foreigners to import more U.S. travel services 
Therefore, we should include the biggest importers of 
U.S. travel services in our index, and weight them by 
their shares of the total imports of U.S. travel services 
they collectively account for. We include eight of the 
ten countries that composed the dollar index, leaving 
Jamaica and the Bahamas out of the foreign GNP 
index because they export but do not import substan-
tial travel services As in the dollar index Canada and 
Mexico again dominate, in that order, but Japan is 
also noteworthy. A quarterly GNP series for Mexico 
was interpolated from that country's published annual 
GNP series as well as its quarterly industrial production 
series 

The model was estimated over the period 1974, first 
quarter, to 1984, fourth quarter, and with quarterly 
data this yielded 44 observations The period was 

chosen because it fits within the floating exchange 
rate era Preliminary tests suggested that lagged 
values of the exchange rate index, up to six quarters 
back, have an impact on the travel deficit Wishing to 
estimate the effect on the travel balance of a permanent 
1 percent change in the dollar index, we created a 
smoothed moving average version of the dollar index, 
to incorporate lagged effects The new variable is an 
average of the current value of the index and its six 
preceding quarterly values The full lag structure was 
not estimated because we are interested in the perma-
nent and not the near term (or the timing), effects of 
dollar movements Only contemporaneous real GNP 
values were used because relying on moving averages 
would have increased collinearity between the foreign 
and US. series Logs of all explanatory variables were 
used in order to capture the effect on the travel deficit 
of a 1 percent change in any variable, and a constant 
term was included in regressions 

The econometric testing resulted in the final regres-
sion reported below. We used a Cochrane-Orcutt 
(AR1) procedure to correct for first order autocorrela-
tion in the error terms Therefore, we report the 
estimate of first order autocorrelation, rho, in lieu of 
the Durbin-Watson statistic, which would be inappro-
priate after an AR1 correction. Units are millions of 
U.S. dollars at an annual rate in the travel balance per 
1 percent change in the variables 
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U.S. Foreign Dollar 
Constant GNP GNP Index rho 
-2004.0 -143.80 211.44 -274.42 .74 
(3.51) (1.16) (2.04) (5.67) (6.46) 

R2 = .921 R2 = .913 T-statistics are in parentheses 

Increasing foreign real GNP helps the travel balance, 
whereas advances in U.S. real GNP or the indexed 
real value of the dollar hurt the travel balance. All the 
estimated coefficients have the hypothesized signs 

or direction of effect and all are statistically significant 
except for the one on U.S. real GNP. The low t-statistic 
on U.S. GNP may be ascribable to the unavoidable 
collinearity between U.S. and foreign GNP. The col-
linearity can be avoided by using only the differential 
in income growth rates here and abroad, but this 
implicitly assumes that the coefficients (propensities 
to spend on foreign travel) on income are identical, 
and we do not make this strong assumption. The AR1 
correction was needed, as rho received a .74 estimated 
value. The overall fit is clearly adequate, as shown by 
the .913 value of the corrected R2measure. 

NOTES 

' J ane S Little, "International Travel in the U.S. Balance of Payments," New 
England Economic Review (May/June 1980), pp. 42-55. Ironically, at the 
time she conducted her study the dollar was weak and she could begin: 
"The notorious U.S. travel deficit is narrowing." 

2See, for instance, Jacques Artus, "An Econometric Analysis of Interna-
tional Travel," IMF Slalt Papers (1972), pp 579-614; and Jeffrey A 
Rosensweig, "Elasticities of Substitution in Caribbean Tourism," Federal 
Reserve Bank of Atlanta Working Paper #85-1 (September 1985). 

3The data on foreign travel and passenger fares come from the Commerce 
Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis The numbers are revised 
frequently and, because they are based on surveys of travelers, are 
subject to measurement error. Therefore, despite their consistent source 
the data must be interpreted with some caution. See the Commerce 
Department's Survey of Current Business for annual surveys of interna-
tional travel and fares as well as for quarterly international accounts 

4Net transfer receipts (NTR) are the balance of receipts minus payments 
abroad of aid, including government grants, other transfer payments, 
pensions paid to retirees living abroad, and remittances 

5Robert Solomon points out that despite many reports indicating that the 
manufacturing sector "is languishing while services and construction 
continue to flourish... the aggregate data on the composition of U.S. 
output indicates very little, if any, weakening of manufacturing relative to 

total output... goods output as a proportion of GN P has been remarkably 
stable overthe years In the first quarter of 1985, it was near the upper end 
of its normal range." Robert Solomon," Effects of the Strong Dollar," paper 
presented at the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City conference at 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, August 1985. 

6See, for instance, M.S. Mendelsohn in American Banker, July 29, 1985, p. 
17. 

7"A 10 percent sustained depreciation would benefit the trade deficit by 
about $20 billion within two years" Morgan Guaranty Trust Company, 
World Financial Markets, August 1985, p 3. Eventually, as opposed to 
within two years a 1 percent dollar rise would increase the trade deficit by 
well over $2 billion. 

"Stephen Marris reports "the widely used rule of thumb that a 1 percent 
decline in the dollar.. .leads to a $3 billion improvement in the current 
account balance." S. N. Marris "The Decline and Fall of the Dollar Some 
Policy Issues" Brookings Papers on Economic Activity 1 (1985), pp 237-
44. Henry Wallich states a more conservative estimate: "A rule of thumb 
says thatalO percent drop in the dollar improves thecurrent account, with 
a lag by $20-30 billion." H. C. Wallich, "International and Domestic Aspects 
of Monetary Policy" (speech to the Money Marketeers of New York 
University after receiving their Distinguished Achievement Award). May 
28, 1985, p. 6. 
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